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We present sticient conditions for a graph to have an f-factor or a (g, f)-factor that 
contains given edges or does not contain any given edges, where g and f be integer-valued 
functions defined on the vertices of the graph. 
1. Introduction 
We consider finite graphs which may have multiple edges but have no loops. 
All notation and definitions not given here can be found in [3] or [5]. 
Let G be a graph with vertex set V(G) and edge set E(G). For a vertex TV of a 
subgraph H of G, we denote by &(v) the degree of v in H. Let g and f be 
integer-valued functions defined onV(G). Then an f-factor of G is a spanning 
subgraph F of G such that d&) =f(x) f or every vertex x of G. A spanning 
subgraph H of G satisfying g(x) d &(x) <f(x) for all x E V(G) is called a 
(g, f)-factor of G. Then an f-factor and a (g, f)-factor with g -f are the same. 
Let r be a positive integer. Then an r-regular graph G satisfies d,(x) = r for 
every x E V(G), and a spanning subgraph F is called an r-factor (an r-regular 
factor) if d,(x) = r for all x E V(F). 
A criterion for the existence of an f-factor was found by Tutte [ll], and Lovasz 
[lo] gave a necessary and sufficient condition for a graph to have a (g, f)-factor. 
Simple sufficient conditions for a graph to have an f-factor and a (g, f)-factor are 
given in [8] and [9], and these conditions include edge-connectivity of a graph. In 
this paper, we give sufficient conditions for a graph to have an f-factor and a 
(g, f)-factor that contain given edges or do not contain given edges. For factors of 
graphs, the reader should refer to a survey [l]. 
2. Theorems 
Let us first give some known results related to our theorems. In order to do so, 
we need some notation. By IX], we denote the cardinality of a set X. For two 
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disjoint subsets S and T of V(G), we denote by e,(S, T) the number of edges of 
G joining S to T. For a non-empty proper -subset X of V(G), we write 
a(X) = a,(X) = e,(X, V(G)\X). Wh en we deal with a(X), we always assume 
0#X # V(G). The order of G is ]V(G)l. We use the following notation: 
In the following propositions, let k, n and r denote positive integers. 
Proposition 1 (Babler [2]). Let G be a connected r-regular graph of even order 
and n 3 2. Suppose a(X) 3 n for all X c V(G) with IX] odd. Zf r and k are odd 
and r/n <k, then G has a k-factor. 
Proposition 2 (Gallai [6]). Let G be a connected r-regular graph. Suppose 
3(X) 5 n for all X c V(G) with 1x1 odd. Then 
(1) if k is odd, IV(G)1 =O (mod2), and r/n <k < r(n - 1)/n, then G has a 
k-factor; and 
(2) if k b even and 2 < k < r(n - 1)/n, then G has a k-factor. 
Proposition 3 (Bermond and Las Vergnas [4]). Let G be a connected graph of 
even order, and k be an odd number. Suppose a(X) 3 r/k for all X c V(G) with 
IX] odd or a(X) odd. Zf 1 s k < r/2 and C (Id,(x) - rl; x e V(G)) C 2r/k, then G 
has a k-factor. 
Note that the condition C (Id,(x) - I r ; x E V(G)) <r/k in [4] can be replaced 
by C (Id,(x) - r]; x E V(G)) < 2r/k as above. It is obvious that the condition 
8(X) 2 n holds if G is n-edge-connected. For a vertex subset X of a graph G, we 
denote by G[X] the subgraph of G induced by X, and by G - X the subgraph of 
G obtained from G by deleting the vertices in X together with their incident 
edges. We now give our theorems; one is a result on f -factors and the other is a 
result on (g, f)-factors. 
Theorem 1. Let G be a connected graph, 8 be a real number such that 0 =z 0 d 1, 
A and B be disjoint subsets of E(G), and f be an integer-valued function defined 
on V(G). Zf the following four conditions hold, then G has an f -factor F such that 
E(F) 2A and E(F) rl B = 0. 
(1) C (f(x); x E V(G)) = 0 (mod 2). 
(2) E = c (w(X) - e&(X)] ;x~V(G))+2(1-O)]A]+28]B]<2. 
(3) es(X) 3 1 for all X c V(G) such that G[X] is connected and 
c (f(x); x E X) = 1 (mod 2). (2.1) 
(4) (1 - @d(X) 2 1 for all X c V(G) such that G[X] is connected and 
2 (f(x); x E X) + a(X) = 1 (mod 2). (2.2) 
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Note that $ #X # V(G) in (3) and (4) because we always assume so when we 
deal with a(X). Furthermore, at least one of A and B must be an empty set by 
(2). We give some remarks on Theorem 1, which are useful for applications of 
Theorem 1. 
Lemma 1. Let G, f and X be the same as in Theorem 1. Then the following 
statements hold. 
(1) 2 (do(x); x E X) = a(X) (mod 2). (2.3) 
(2) Zf u(x) 1 x E V(G)} consists of even numbers, then (3) of Theorem 1 holds. 
(3) Zf both u(x) 1 x E V(G)} and {d,(x) 1 x E V(G)} consists of even numbers, 
then (3) and (4) of Theorem 1 hold. 
(4) If 60th if(x) 1 x E V(G)} and {do(x) )x E V(G)} consist of odd numbers, 
then (4) of Theorem 1 holds. 
(5) Zf G is a regular graph and f(x) = k for all x E V(G), then (2.2) implies 
1x1~ 1 (mod 2). 
Proof. (2.3) follows at once from C (d o x ; x E X) = 2 IE(G[X])I + a(X). We ( ) 
next prove (4). Since cf(x) ) x E V(G)} consists of odd numbers, we have by (2.2) 
that C u(x); x E X) + a(X) = 1x1 + a(X) = 1 (mod 2). On the other hand, we 
obtain C (d,(x); x E X) = [XI= a(X) (mod 2) by the assumption on 
{d,(x) (X E V(G)) and (2.Q a contradiction, Therefore there is no X satisfying 
(2.2), and thus (4) of Theorem 1 holds. Statements (2), (3) and (5) can be proved 
similarly. Cl 
Before giving the other theorem, we show that the propositions mentioned 
previously can be obtained by making use of Theorem 1. 
Proof of Proposition 1. Set f(x) = k for all x E V(G), A = B = 0, and 8 = k/r. 
We show that the conditions in Theorem 1 hold. It is obvious that (1) and 
(2; E = 0) hold. Since k is odd, we have by (2.1) that 1x1~ C cf(x);x E 
X)- 1 (mod2), and thus a(X) Hence fM(X)> (k/r)n > 1, and so (3) 
holds. It follows from (4) of Lemma 1 that (4) is true. Consequently G has a 
k-factor. 0 
Proof of Proposition 2. Set f(x) = k for all x E V(G), A = B = 0, and 8 = k/r. 
We prove that the conditions in Theorem 1 are satisfied. It is clear that (1) and 
(2; E = 0) hold. Suppose first k is odd. Then (2.1) implies 1x1~ 1 (mod 2) and 
so f%(X) 2 (klr)n 3 1 as a(X) sn and r/n c k. Hence (3) follows. By (5) of 
Lemma 1, (2.2) implies 1x1~ 1 (mod 2). Thus (1 - 0) a(X) 2 (1 - klr)n 2 1 as 
k s r(n - 1)/n. Therefore (4) holds and we conclude that G has a k-factor. We 
next assume k is even. By (2) of Lemma 1, (3) holds. By (5) of Lemma 1, we 
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have IX] = 1 (mod 2) and so (1 - 6) 6’(X) 2 (1 - k/r)n 2 1 since k s r(n - 1)/n. 
Hence (4) follows, and thus G has a k-factor. Cl 
Proof of Proposition 3. Set f(x) = k for all x E V(G), A = B = 0, and 8 = k/r. 
We show that the conditions in Theorem 1 hold. Since G is of even order, (1) 
holds. Since k is odd, we have IX] = 1 (mod2) by (2.1), and so 8 a(X) > 
(k/r).(r/k) = 1. It is immediate that (2.2) implies that exactly one of 1x1 and 
6’(X) is odd. Hence (1 - 6) a(X) 2 (1 - k/r)(r/k) 3 1 as k d r/2. Moreover, (2) 
follows from E = (k/r) C (Id,(x) - I r ; x E V(G)) < (k/r)*(2r/k) = 2. Consequently 
G has a k-factor. Cl 
The other theorem is the following. 
Theorem 2. Let G be a connected graph, 0 be a real number such that 0 s 8 s 1, 
A and B be disjoint subsets of E(G), and g and f be integer-valued functions 
defined on V(G) satisfying g(x) 6 f(x) f or all x E V(G). Zf the following four 
conditions hold, then G has a (g, f)-factor F such that E(F) 2 A and E(F) n B = 
0. 
(1) There exists at least one vertex v satisfying g(v) <f(v). 
(2) e = C (maxtO, g(x) - edo(x)) + max{O, edo(x) -f(x)>; x E V(G)) 
+2(1-8)IAl+28JB]<l. 
(3) &J(X) 2 1 for all X c V(G) such that G[X] is connected, g(x) = f (x) for all 
x E X, and C (f(x); x E X) = 1 (mod 2). 
(4) (1 - e) a(x) 3 i f or all X c V(G) such that G[X] is connected, g(x) = f (x) 
for all x E X, and C (f(x); x E X) + a(X) = 1 (mod 2). 
We next give a corollary of Theorem 2. 
Proposition 4 (Little, Grant and Holton [7]). Let G be a 2r-edge-connected 
2r-regular graph of odd order. Then for any vertex v of G, G - v has a l-factor 
that contains no r - 1 given edges. 
Proof. Define two functions g and f on V(G) by g(x) =f(x) = 1 for all 
x E V(G)\(v), g(v) = 0 and f(v) = 1. Set 8 = 1/(2r), A = 0 and B c E(G) with 
]BI = r - 1. We prove that the conditions in Theorem 2 hold. (1) follows at once 
from g(v) <f(v). Since E = 28 IB( = (r - 1)/r < 1, (2) is satisfied. It follows from 
a(X) 2 2r that &?(X) 2 1 and (1 - 6)3(X) 2 1. Thus (3) and (4) hold. Conse- 
quently, G has a (g, f)-factor F such that E(F) n B = 0, and it is easy to see that 
dF(v) = 0. Therefore F is a desired l-factor of G - v. Cl 
3. Proofs of theorems 
The following lemma plays an important role. 
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Lemma 2 (LOV~SZ’S (g, f)-factor theorem [lo]). Let G be a connected graph and g 
and f be integer-valued functions defined on V(G) such that 0 <g(x) 6 f(x) < 
do(x) for all x E V(G). Then G has a (g, f)-factor if and only if 
6(S, T) = 2 (do(t) - g(t); t E T) + c (f(s); s E S) - e,(S, T) - h(S, T) 3 0 
for all disjoint subsets S and T of V(G), where h(S, T) k the number of 
components C of G - (S U T) such that g(x) = f (x) for all x E V(C) and 
C (f(x); x E V(C)) + e&T, V(C)) = 1 (mod 2). 
Note that we can find an elegant short proof of the lemma in [13]. A necessary 
and sufficient condition for a graph to have an f-factor, so called Tutte’s f-factor 
theorem ([ll], [12]), is obtained from the above lemma by setting g = f. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Put A = {al, . . . , a,} and B = {b,, . . . , b,}, where p = 0 
or q = 0 if A = B or B = 0. We first construct a new graph H from G by inserting 
new vertices vi and Wj of degree 2 into edges ai and bj, respectively, where 
1 S i cp and 1 S j S q. Then V(H) = V(G) U {v,, . . . , up} U {wl, . . . , w,}. We 
define two new functions g’ and f’ on V(H) by 
g’(x) =g(x) and f’(x) = f (x) if x E V(G), 
g’(x) = f ‘(x) = 2 if x E {ul, . . . , v,}; and 
g’(x) =f’(x) = 0 if x E {wl, . . . , w,}. 
Then it is obvious that G has a (g, f)-factor F satisfying E(F) XA and 
E(F) n B = 0 if and only if H has a (g’, f ‘)-factor. Thus it suffices to show that H, 
g’ and f’ satisfy the conditions in Lemma 2. 
Let S and T be any disjoint subsets of V(H). If S U T = 0, then 6(S, T) = 
6( $, 9) = -h( #, 9) = 0 by (1) of Theorem 2. Hence we may assume S U T # 0. 
Let C1, . . . , C, be the components of H - (S U T) which satisfy the conditions on 
h(S, T) in Lemma 2, where r = h(S, T). Then we have 
6(S, T) = (1 - 0) c (dH(t); t E T) + 8 c (dH(s); s E S) 
- c (g’(t) - cd,(t); t E T) - c (8dH(s) -f’(s); s E S) - e,(S, T) - r. 
Since g’(v,) - t9dH(vi) = 2(1- e), g’(Wj) - 8d,(wj) c 0, BdH(vi) -f ‘(vi) 6 0 and 
OdH(wj) -f ‘(wj) = 28, we obtain 
c (g’(t) - WM; t E T) + c (W,(s) -f’(s); s E S) 
=z 2 (max{O, g’(x) - 8d,(x)} + max{O, 0d,(x) -f’(x)}; x E V(H)) 
= 2(1- 0) IAl + 28 IBI + c (max{O, g(x) - ed&x)) 
+ maxlO, edo(x) -f(x)); x E V(G)) 
= E. 
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6(S, T) 3 (1 - 0){e,(T, S) + x (eH(T, V(Q); 1 d i d r)} 
+ e{e,(S, T) + 2 (eH(S, V(Ci)); 1 s i S r)} - & - e&S, T) - r 
= C ((1 - 8)e,(T, V(CJ + 8eH(S, V(Q) - 1; 1 s i 6 r) - E. 
Since 6(S, T) is an integer, 6(S, T) > -1 implies 6(S, T) 3 0. Therefore, since 
E < 1, it suffices to show that (1 - @e,(T, V(Q) + &,(S, V(Q) - 13 0 for all 
i. For any C E {C,, . . . , C,}, put 
A(C) = (1- 0)&T, V(C)) + 8eH(S, V(C)) - 1. 
If e,(T, V(C)) L 1 and e,(S, V(C)) 2 1, then A(C) 30, and thus we may 
assume e,(T, V(C)) = 0 or eH(S, V(C)) = 0. Suppose V(C) = {Vi} (or = {wj}). 
Then it follows from the conditions on C that C cf’(x);x E V(C)) + 
eH(T, V(C)) = e,(T, V(C)) = 1 (mod 2). Hence e&T, V(C)) = 1, and so 
e,(S, V(C)) = 1, a contradiction. Therefore, C contains at least one vertex of 
V(G). We consider two cases. 
Case 1. e,(S, V(C)) = 0. We shall prove A(C) = (1 - @e&7’, V(C)) - 1 z 0. 
We first show that we may assume T contains neither ui nor wj such that 
e&vi, V(C)) = 2 or e,(wi, V(C)) = 2. Suppose T contains such a vertex 21i (or 
wj). Let q = T\{t~i} (= T\{Wj}) and C,=H[V(C) U {Vi}] (=H[V(C) U {Wj}]). 
Then eH(T, V(C)) = e,(T,, V(C,)) + 2, and so (1 - 8)eH(Tl, V(C,)) 5 1 implies 
(1- e)e,(T, V(C)) 2 1. M oreover, C1 is a component of H - (S U T,) which 
satisfies the same conditions as C, that is, g’(x) =f’(x) for all x E V(C,), 
C (f’(x); x E V(C,)) + e,(Tl, V(C,)) = 1 (mod 2). Consequently, we may con- 
sider Tl instead of T, that is, we may assume T has neither vi nor wi with 
eH(ui, V(C)) = 2 or eff(Wj, V(C)) = 2. 
Put X = V(C) fl V(G). We show that g(x) =f(x) for all x E X, e,(T, V(C)) = 
a,(X), G[X] is connected, and C cf(x);x EX) + a,(X) = 1 (mod2), which 
implies A(C) = (1 - e)&(X) - 13 0 by (4) of Theorem 2. Since g’(u) =f’(u) for 
all u E V(C), it is trivial that g(x) =f(x) for all x E X. It follows that c v’(u); u E 
V(C)) = C (f(x); x E X) + C (f’(y); y E V(C)\ X) = C (f(x); x E X) (mod 2) 
and eH(T, V(C)) = a,(V(C)) = 6’,(X). Then we have C (f(x); x E X) + 
a,(X) = 1 (mod 2) by C cf’( u . u E V(C)) + e,(T, V(C)) = 1 (mod 2). Moreover, ), 
it is immediate that G[X] is connected. Consequently, A(C) > 0 in this case. 
Case 2. e,(T, V(C)) = 0. By the same argument as in Case 1, we may assume 
that S contains neither vi nor wj such that eN(zJi, V(C)) = 2 or eH(wj, V(C)) = 2. 
Let X = V(C) rl V(G). Then we can prove in the same way in the proof of Case 1 
that e”(S, V(C)) = a,(V(C)) = e,(X), g(x) =f(x) for all x E X, G[X] is con- 
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netted, and C (J’( x ; x E X) = 1 (mod 2). Consequently, A(C) = ee,(S, V(C)) - ) 
1= &3&Y) - 12 0 by (3) of Theorem 2, and we conclude that the proof of this 
theorem is complete. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 1. We first construct a new graph H and define a new function 
f’ on V(H) as in the proof of Theorem 2. By Tutte’s f-factor theorem, it suffices 
to prove that for any disjoint subsets S and T of V(H), 
6(S, T) = 2 (d*(t) -f’(t); t E T) + c (f’(s); s E S) - e,(S, T) - h(S, T) 5 0. 
If S U T = 9, then 6(S, T) = A(@, qb) = 0 by (1) of Theorem 1. If S U T # @, 
then we can show that 6(S, T) 2 --E by the same argument as in the proof of 
Theorem 2. On the other hand, we have 6(S, T) = 0 (mod 2) since 
S(S, T) = C (f’(x); x E V(H)) (mod 2) ([ll, 121) and C (f’(x); x E V(H)) = 0 
(mod 2) by (1) of Theorem 1. Therefore, if E < 2, then 6(S, T) a 0. 
Consequently, G has a desired f-factor. 0 
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